Analytical estimation of emission zone mean position and width in organic light-emitting diodes from emission pattern image-source interference fringes
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) technology has advanced immensely over the past two decades. Overcoming the spin statistics problem by combining phosphorescent emitters in active layers, and introduction of doped transport layers have improved dramatically the electrical properties of the devices, enabling realizable designs with almost 100% internal quantum efficiency (IQE). [1] [2] [3] In contrast, the optical properties of the devices are still far from optimal, limiting external quantum efficiencies (EQE) to $20% in standard OLEDs. 4, 5 It is well established by now that the optical properties of OLEDs, in particular, the outcoupling efficiency, are strongly dependent on the spatial distribution of the radiating excitons in the active layer and their orientation preference (if exists). [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Consequently, accessing these emission zone (EZ) properties by optical means has become highly desirable, as it offers an efficient way to evaluate these important parameters during the research and development process, or as quality control at the manufacturing line. Moreover, as the emission zone profile is determined by the electrical characteristics of the device (charge carrier mobilities, diffusion coefficients, injection barriers, etc.), 13 such tools also provide an effective way to investigate the charge transport properties of the device, which are still subject to intensive studies. 3, 14 Indeed, in the last couple of years numerous authors have presented methods to recover EZ properties from a variety of optical measurements, such as electroluminescence (EL) spectra, emission patterns, external efficiencies, and photoluminescence lifetimes. 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] These methods heavily utilize fitting procedures, which may yield highly resolved evaluation, however, usually require extensive data sets, and naturally rely on advanced numerical techniques, which tend to obscure the underlying physical phenomena. 19, 22, 23 In recent work, we have presented a different approach to this problem, developing analytical closed-form formulae to extract the emission zone location from measured emission pattern extrema, assuming the excitons are concentrated in a very narrow region. 24 We have shown therein that the angles in which maximum or minimum emission occurs are related to the emitter location via a generalized Bragg's condition, which stems from the interference between the radiating source and its image, induced by the reflecting cathode. The resultant set of expressions allows evaluation of the emission zone location by a simple back-of-an-envelope calculation, requiring only a knowledge of the local extremum angles and the optical constants of the various layers at a single wavelength. 25 As expected from an analytical approach, the method we have presented relies on a focused set of measurements, requires little computation power (no fitting is involved), and reflects the dominant physical processes.
Nonetheless, that efficient method relies on several simplifying assumptions which are not always satisfied: first, a very narrow emission zone was assumed, neglecting any spatial broadening effects; second, we have assumed that the anode and the organic layers in the device have similar optical properties; and third, the presented algorithm relied on a simplified formulation, using 2D line sources instead of 3D point dipoles. 26 In this paper, we augment our previous work to allow a more detailed and accurate estimation of the EZ properties, including emission zone mean position and width, while preserving the key advantages of an analytical approach. The method is based on three analytical steps, employed on the measured transverse electric (TE) polarized emission pattern, 27 which is less sensitive to the dipole orientation. 18, 20, 22 First, we apply a simple division operation to the measured emission pattern to isolate the image-source (IS) interference term. Second, we apply a simplified form of our previous theory to determine the mean value of the exciton spatial distribution from Bragg's condition. The third step utilizes the extracted EZ mean position and the ratio between forward and side-lobe emission to estimate the EZ width from the extent of averaging that the pattern exhibits. In addition, we indicate the precise steps that should be taken to distinguish between the contributions of the horizontal and vertical dipoles to the transverse magnetic (TM) polarized emission, utilizing the difference in intrinsic emission patterns of the two species and the EZ profile evaluated in previous steps; however, a detailed investigation of this last step is beyond the scope of this paper. Before we dive into the rigorous formulation, it is worthwhile to emphasize the two main merits of our approximate method, in view of the availability of highly accurate numerical tools. 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] First, for some OLED engineering tasks, the complexity involved in employing the numerical methods is not very cost effective. For initial design stages and routine verification processes, for instance, it seems that a more intuitive, computationally efficient, approach, as the one presented in this paper, would be a better choice. The latter allows faster trial-and-error cycles in preliminary design steps, and a means to simply predict how changes in the electrical properties of the OLEDs are manifested in measured emission patterns, facilitating simple monitoring of production discrepancies. In addition, the physical insight provided by the analytical derivation highlights the features most sensitive to emission zone variations, thus enabling application to standard OLEDs, without the necessity to specially design them for emission zone investigation. 18 Second, even though several steps in the analytical algorithm require pre-processing effort, and we make use of a computer program to implement those for repeated automatic analyses, this is completely different, both conceptually and computationally, from implementing a numerical fitting tool. The former relies on prescribed closed-form formulae utilizing two physically meaningful optical parameters of a monochromatic emission pattern; the latter involves a feedback process between a trial EZ profile with free parameters, an optical simulation, and measured data, which is usually required to be as detailed as possible to promote convergence to a reliable estimation. [17] [18] [19] 28 Thus, fitting procedures are much more computationally and experimentally demanding than the proposed analytical method.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II opens with statement of the model assumptions, followed by the analytical formulation of OLED polarized emission patterns (Subsection II A), and derivation of the relations between the latter and the main features of the emission zone (Subsection II B); these form the analytical estimation procedure. Appendix A and Appendix B describe how thick layers and interlayers (ILs) between the cathode and active layer, respectively, should be integrated into the model; while Appendix C suggests a path for estimating the orientation of the emitting dipoles. In Section III, we verify our method by application to simulated (Subsection III A) and measured (Subsection III B) results; important discussions regarding the usage of the method are included in these Subsections as well. The software tool utilized in Sec. III to implement the estimation method is described in detail in Appendix D. Lastly, Sec. IV summarizes our main conclusions.
II. THEORY
In this section, we rigorously establish closed-form analytical expressions for the polarized emission patterns of a general OLED configuration, first for a single dipole (Subsection II A 1), and then for the exciton ensemble (Subsection II A 2). Subsection II B formulates the analytical estimation procedure: the structured form of the emission pattern expressions (Eq. (1)) is utilized to isolate the IS interference factor (Eq. (15)); in Subsection II B 1, the EZ mean position is evaluated from the measured IS interference extremum angles (Eq. (23)); and in Subsection II B 2, the EZ width is estimated from the measured IS interference fringe prominence (Eq. (26)).
The resultant estimation procedure, summarized in Table I , utilizes three main assumptions:
1. The active layer is adjacent to the cathode. This simplifies the derivation of Bragg's condition for the interference between the source and its image (Eq. (23)); generalization of the method to other configurations is discussed in Appendix B. 2. Some of the measured monochromatic IS patterns exhibit local extrema; this is required for the application of our algorithm and should be achieved by collecting data from a wide spectral range (see Subsection III A). 3. The exciton distribution is not very wide with respect to the wavelength. This is essential to establish the analytical estimation process, enabling description of the distribution function via its mean position and width alone (Eq.
(17)), as well as decoupling between the effect of the two on the IS pattern (Eqs. (19) and (20)).
This last assumption implies that the estimation accuracy is expected to drop for emission zone profiles which are very wide or with a highly asymmetrical spatial variation, inducing dominant high order moments. In practice, however, the range of device parameters for which the method performs well is quite large, and may account for a variety of device configurations and emission zones; this shall be demonstrated in Sec. III.
A. Emission pattern formulation
We consider a prototype device with N þ 2 distinct layers. An electric dipole of dipole moment e I 0 l is embedded at a certain plane, z ¼ z 0 , sandwiched between layers (À1) and (þ1), forming an angle of a with the negative z-axis (Fig.  1) . The emission pattern measured for the actual device would be a superposition of the emission of various such dipoles, distributed along the active layer and having various orientations following the characteristic spatial and orientation distribution functions of the realistic device. 18, 20 The prototype configuration consists of a metallic cathode, an organic active layer containing the emitting excitons, a stack of additional organic layers, and a transparent anode, all fabricated on a thick transparent substrate (Sec. II/Assumption 1); the far-field observation pointr lies in air, forming an angle of h with the z-axis.
Each layer is characterized by its permittivity, permeability, and conductivity, given for the nth layer by e n , l n , and r n , respectively; in the active layer, e À1 ¼ e 1 , l À1 ¼ l 1 , and r À1 ¼ r 1 . Considering a time-harmonic excitation with time dependence e jxt , the wave number of the nth layer is
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n n and j n denote the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the nth layer, respectively; the wave impedance is defined as Z n ¼ xl n /k n . Our formulation is based on decomposition of the currents and fields to their plane-wave spectrum, 9,29-32 where we use the common notation of k t and b n ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
for the transverse and longitudinal components of the wave number in the nth layer, respectively. 6, 9, 33, 34 To satisfy the radiation condition, we demand that =fk n g 0 and =fb n g 0.
Emission pattern of a single dipole
The first step in evaluating the emission pattern of the tilted current element of Fig. 1 is to decompose it into a vertical electric dipole (VED) of magnitude e I ? 0 l ¼ e I 0 l cos a, producing only TM-polarized emission (H z ¼ 0), and an horizontal electric dipole (HED) of magnitude e I k 0 l ¼ e I 0 l sin a, contributing to both TM-polarized (H z ¼ 0) and TE-polarized (E z ¼ 0) emission. 6, 9, 27, 33, 34 Following previous work, 30, 31, 35 we further decompose the latter into TE-generating current element and TM-generating current element, which allows an elegant derivation of the polarized emission pattern of the device, defined as the projection of the Poynting vector on the observation directionr. This procedure leads to the identification of three primitive source species: the TM-generating VED, denoted by ? and M superscripts, the TE-generating component of the HED, denoted by k and E superscripts, and the TM-generating component of the HED, denoted by k and M superscripts, throughout the paper. The individual (orthogonal) emission patterns of these primitive species can be formulated in a unified manner 30, 31 
where P n ¼ Z n j e I 0 k n lj 2 = 12p ð Þ is the power radiated by an electric dipole in unbounded medium, and r is the distance between the origin and the observation point; the IS, directray (DR), and weak-microcavity (WM) contributions are given, respectively, by
and C n (k t ) and R n (k t ) are, respectively, the local and total reflection coefficients at the nth interface, in the forward direction. The local reflection coefficients consider only the reflection due to the discontinuity between the nth and the (n þ 1)th media, whereas the total reflection coefficients take into account the overall reflection due to the stack of layers to the right of the nth interface, including multiple reflections (Fig. 1) . Therefore, the total reflection coefficients are recursively defined via
while the local reflection coefficients are given by the Fresnel formula,
, where c n is the generalized impedance ratio around the nth interface. Due to the difference in boundary conditions, c n must be defined separately for each of the primitive sources,
and we also define the local reflection coefficients in the reversed direction as
Besides the difference in local reflection coefficients, the different orientation of the primitive sources also induces a difference in their emission patterns (e.g., it is known that dipoles do not radiate parallel to their moment). This effect is introduced to Eq. (1) by the orientation factor, n(k t ), given for the various sources by 30 ,31
; (8) where we have considered the dipole moments to have no azimuthal preference for their orientation (i.e., the u dependence of the dipoles is averaged). 30, 33, 34 The emission pattern of a dipole tilted by a with respect to the z-axis (Fig. 1) is thus given as a superposition of the three orthogonal contributions, namely,
In many instances, the OLED stack contains at least one layer (the substrate, usually) which is much thicker than the coherence length exhibited by measurement spectral resolution or emitter ensemble. 9, 37 In such cases, the measured emission pattern would not be consistent with Eq. (9), and the coherence length effect should be properly incorporated into the model. In order not to interfere with the fluency of reading, the modifications required to facilitate this incorporation, and the final results, are detailed in Appendix A.
Emission pattern of the dipole ensemble
We may now formulate an expression for the measured spectrally resolved polarized emission pattern of the entire (spatially incoherent 38 ) exciton ensemble by integrating the respective terms of Eq. 
for TE-polarized and TM-polarized emission, respectively. The parameter g ext z 0 ; a; x ð Þ relates to the EQE of a dipole tilted by a with respect to the z-axis, radiating from the plane z ¼ z 0 at an angular frequency x. It is determined by the internal quantum efficiency of such a dipole, which considers electrical losses and non-classical decay channels, multiplied by the ratio between the power radiated by the dipole (both TE and TM polarizations, all angles considered) to free space (layer N þ 1 in our formulation) and the total power dissipation of the dipole (e.g., also to waveguided, substrate, and surface-plasmon modes). 20 The spectral distribution of the sources p(x) acts as spectral weight function to the nominal power radiated by a single dipole in unbounded medium P Nþ1 (Eq. (1)). The distribution functions must satisfy normalization conditions, namely,
B. Emission zone evaluation
Emission zone mean position
After establishing the constituent relations for the polarized emission pattern, our first step is to evaluate the mean position of radiating exciton, i.e., the first moment of the effective exciton spatial distribution. To that end, we note that the effect of the dipole location on the primitive source emission pattern (Eq. (1)) arises only from the image-source transmission factor (Eq. (2)). Thus, we begin by decoupling this contribution from the measured emission pattern, defining the ensemble image-source contribution to the TEpolarized emission pattern as (Table I/step 1)
We first evaluate formally the integral over the orientation angle, defining the effective contribution of the HEDs to the EQE, g
using which we define the effective spatial HED distribution function
where the normalization factor g k ext x ð Þ is defined as to ensure that
It is worth noting at this point that our analytical method would result in an evaluation of the first and second moments of the effective distribution
Þ, which is the original exciton spatial distribution f z 0 ð Þ weighted by the relative EQE of the HEDs at
The consequences of this convolution between the spatial distribution and the orientationdependent EQE would be discussed in Subsection III B 2.
Substituting these definitions into Eq. (12) yields
where we assumed that propagation losses in the active layer are negligible, and defined its width as
Next, we expand the integral in the third term in the parenthesis of Eq. (15) using the moments of
where
Þ about its expectation value hz 0 i, and we assume the excitons are distributed on an interval smaller than the wavelength in the active layer, such that the summation converges. In fact, we further assume that the spatial distribution is such that it can be described well by its first two moments, and we neglect the higher order terms m ! 3 in the moment series (Sec. II/Assumption 3). Noting that E z 0 À hz 0 i ð Þ ½ ¼0, and defining the distribution width W as its standard deviation
As implied in our previous work, 9,24 the extrema angles of the IS interference fringes are closely related to the mean position of the emission zone. Thus, our second step involves finding the zeros of the derivative of the decoupled IS response Eq. (15) with respect to the wavenumber in the active layer, b 1 ¼ k 1 cos h act (Sec. II/Assumption 2). The relation between b 1 and the observation angle h is monotonic, and given by Snell's law
where h act is the propagation angle in the active layer. As the absolute value of the cathode/organic reflection coefficient j b C À1 k t ð Þj varies very little with the observation angle, we neglect its contribution to the derivative, and the IS interference extrema are thus given by the equation
which reads, using Eq. (17),
Treating the spatial broadening as a perturbation 2b 1 W ð Þ 2 ( 1 (Sec. II/Assumption 3), we neglect, as a zeroth order approximation, the contribution of the second term in the square brackets which leads us to (20) which relates hz 0 i to the observation angles in which IS interference extrema occur (via b 1 ).
Similar to our previous work, 24 to facilitate the analytical solution of Eq. (20) we utilize the Leontovich surface impedance approximation 39 for the cathode/organic reflection coefficient, yielding,
where r img ¼ n 1 =j À2 is the ratio between the active layer refractive index and the cathode extinction coefficient, and
is the projection of the propagation direction in the active layer on the z axis. 24 Finally, given the angles in which maxima or minima are observed in the decoupled IS interference pattern, the mean position of the radiating excitons can be evaluated via (Table I/step 2)
where, using the notations of Ref. 24 , a img À a 0 ð Þ is the phase addition upon a single reflection at the cathode/ organic interface for TE-polarized fields, given explicitly by tan a img ¼ 2r img v act =½1 À r img v act ð Þ 2 and a 0 ¼ p. Actually, a more accurate evaluation of a img is given by a img ¼ j/ b C À1 j, i.e., the argument of the complex number b C À1 . The extremum angles of the IS interference pattern h ex enter this condition via v act , which should be evaluated using the angles of local minima h min or local maxima h max , according to the case considered. The parameter is an integer standing for the interference order; if the sources are positioned close to the cathode (on a wavelength scale), the ¼ 0 is applicable; for thick active layers, solutions of higher order should be taken into account as well.
Indeed, Eq. (23) is a manifestation of Bragg's condition: it matches the phase accumulated during propagation from the source to the cathode and back (first term) added to the additional phase due to the reflection from the cathode/organic interface (second term), on the left-hand side (LHS) of the equation, to an integer number of full cycles (constructive interference) or full cycles and a half (destructive interference), on its right-hand side (RHS).
It is worth noting that although we have assumed that the active layer and the cathode are adjacent (Sec. II/Assumption 1), the relation between the local extrema and the EZ mean position can be generalized, in principle, for configurations which do not adhere to this limitation. The steps required for such generalization and its applicability are discussed in Appendix B.
Emission zone width
As demonstrated in Ref. 9 , the finite width of the spatial distribution function gives rise to a spatial broadening attenuation factor, which reduces the relative contribution of the image-source interference cross-term to the overall emission pattern. This implies that the prominence of IS interference fringes will be diminished as the emission zone width grows, due to an averaging effect. Consequently, we utilize the mean EZ position evaluated in Subsection II B 1 to predict the fringe prominence that would have been measured if the EZ width was infinitesimally small; by comparing this reference fringe prominence to the measured value, we may estimate the EZ width in the OLED under test. The fringe prominence is defined, using Eqs. (15) and (17), as the measured forward to side-lobe emission ratio, namely
where the IS interference self and cross terms are defined, respectively, as
and the subscripts 0 and ex denote evaluation at h ¼ 0 and h ¼ h ex , respectively; the latter may correspond to angles of local minima h min or local maxima h max . Equation (24) can be solved for the perturbation W 2 , yielding the desirable relation between the measured fringe prominence and the spatial distribution width, namely, (Table I/ 
It is worth noting that by defining the fringe prominence of an infinitesimally broadened emission zone as e
indicating that similarity between the measured P and reference e P fringe prominence values would yield width estimations approaching zero, in consistency with our discussion in the beginning of this subsection.
The estimation procedure introduced in this section is summarized in Table I , with references to the equations relevant for each step. It is worth noting that after the EZ mean position and width are estimated from the measured TEpolarized emission pattern, their values can be utilized, in conjunction with TM-polarized measurements, to reveal information regarding the orientation distribution of the radiating excitons. The analytical steps to retrieve that information are listed in Appendix C; in-depth investigation of these further steps, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Application of the method on simulated data
We first verify our method using simulated emission patterns of a prototype device, based on the device fabricated, characterized, and analyzed by Van Mensfoort et al. 19 The prototype device consists of a glass substrate (1 mm), ITO anode (120 nm), PEDOT:PSS injection layer (100 nm), NRS-PPV active layer (200 nm), and an Aluminium cathode (Fig.  2) . The spectral dependence of the refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the NRS-PPV and PEDOT:PSS were extracted from Ref. 19 , of the ITO from Refs. 40-42, of the glass (non dispersive BK7) and aluminium from Ref. 43 .
We have generated spectrally resolved TE-polarized emission patterns of the prototype device hosting symmetrical and asymmetrical emission zones with varying mean positions and widths, following Eqs. (10) and (15) . For symmetrical EZ profiles, we have considered six EZ mean positions hz 0 i, namely, 60 nm, 80 nm, 100 nm, 120 nm, 140 nm, and 160 nm, in conjunction with three EZ widths W, namely, 2 nm, 10 nm, and 20 nm, corresponding, altogether, to 18 different EZ profiles. The symmetrical effective spatial distribution is defined as f
For the asymmetrical distributions, we have considered nine EZ profiles, exponentially decaying from the vicinity of the anodic facet of the active layer towards the cathode, 18, 42, 44 
and we note that the asymmetrical distribution peaks at z 0 ¼ W þ hz 0 i, as opposed to the symmetrical distribution which peaks at z 0 ¼ hz 0 i. In both cases, provided the active layer is wide enough d ) W, the distribution expectation value and standard deviation are hz 0 i and W, respectively (Fig. 3) , and the parameter F is a normalization factor ensuring that
As our method yields estimations using individual spectrally resolved emission patterns, i.e., it does not rely on any relations between different spectral components of the emission, we may disregard the spectral dependence of the prefactors p x ð Þ g k ext x ð Þ in Eq. (15) for the simulation purposes. We have simulated emission in the spectral interval k 2 400 nm; 800 nm ½ in 5 nm steps and angular interval h 2 À85
; 85 ½ in 1 steps. No artificial noise was added to the simulated data. The generated emission patterns were then used as input to a software tool 45 that we have developed, which implements the three steps of our analytical estimation method (Table I) . Detailed description of the processing steps implemented by this software tool is enclosed in Appendix D.
Figures 4(a)-4(c) present representative simulated TEpolarized spectrally resolved emission patterns for three different symmetrical EZ profiles, sharing the same width W ¼ 10 nm and differ in their mean position hz 0 i. The output of the first step of the estimation procedure (Table I/ type (minimum or maximum); the implications of these observations on the estimation procedure will be addressed in detail in Subsections III A 1 and III A 2.
1. Symmetrical emission zone profiles: Mean position evaluation Figure 5 presents the emission zone mean positions evaluated via Eq. (23) (Table I/step 2) from local minima (Fig. 5(c) ) and local maxima ( Fig. 5(d) ), retrieved from data simulated for the symmetrical distributions defined in Eq. (28) (Fig. 3(a) ). The extracted minima (Fig. 5(a) ) and maxima ( Fig. 5(b) ) angles on which the estimation relies are also presented for reference (compare to Figs. 4(d)-4(f) ).
To emphasize the simplicity of our method, we demonstrate the estimation of EZ mean position (Table I/ Fig. 4(e) ). At this wavelength, the refractive index of the NRS-PPV active layer 19 Of course, standard OLEDs do not usually emit well throughout a 400 nm spectral width. However, the results in Figs. 5(a)-5(d) do not imply it is essential to utilize the complete visible spectrum for the evaluation procedure, but rather that for different emission zone mean positions, different regions of the emission spectrum yield proper estimations of this parameter. Hence, our method could probably be applied to typical OLEDs without taking special design measures to facilitate EZ evaluation (cf. Ref. 20 , Sec. 4) if the measurements extend over the entire available emission spectrum (recall that we require only a single appropriate monochromatic emission pattern to produce an estimation). Even if the relevant spectral regions are located at the tails of the EL spectrum (which is usually the case in optimized OLEDs 20 ), our algorithm may be applied successfully, due to the fact that local extrema form a very distinct feature of interference patterns, and can be accurately evaluated even for low signal-to-noise ratios; this will be demonstrated in Subsection III B for experimental data.
In consistency with our methodology, which treats the spatial broadening as a perturbation (Sec. II/Assumption 3), the results for the prototype device indicate that indeed the mean position of the emission zone is quite decoupled from its width, and the extrema angles interference fringe prominence, corresponding to the local minima ( Fig. 6(c) ) and local maxima ( Fig. 6(d) ) presented in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The ratios between the forward emission and the minima (Fig. 6(a) ) or maxima ( Fig. 6(b) ) side lobe emission on which the estimation relies are also presented for reference. Examination of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) reveals an important difference between the fringe prominence calculated from destructive (minima related) and constructive (maxima related) image-source interference. Whereas the fringe prominence computed from destructive side lobes (Fig. 6(a) ) exhibits a large dynamical range, with significant differences between values corresponding to different EZ widths, the fringe prominence values computed from constructive side emission (Fig. 6(b) ) are practically insensitive to variations in EZ width. This explains why the estimation procedure works rather well for emission zones for which the IS interference produces distinct minima (e.g., hz 0 i ¼ 120 nm; 140 nm; 160 nm, see Fig. 6(c) ), while resulting in a complete failure for emission zones which only produces interference maxima (e.g., hz 0 i ¼ 60 nm; 80 nm; 100 nm, see Fig. 6(d) ). In fact, for EZ profiles with hz 0 i ¼ 80 nm and hz 0 i ¼ 100 nm we do not even get a valid evaluation (i.e., there is no real solution to Eq. (26)). This suggests that in order to achieve accurate evaluation of EZ widths, the OLED under test should operate in conditions which produce IS interference minima in a given spectral range, and these should be used for the evaluation procedure (see also Fl€ ammich et al., 20 cf. Figs. 2 and 3 therein). We emphasize that while this sensitivity issue has a large impact on the EZ width evaluation, EZ mean position can be still accurately evaluated from emission patterns containing only local maxima, as discussed in Subsection III A 1.
It is worth noting that the slight underestimation of the EZ widths for broad emission zones (W ¼ 10 nm and W ¼ 20 nm) originates in the approximated moment representation of Eq. (17) (Sec. II/Assumption 3). This may be improved by choosing different forms of approximation (e.g., the Pad e approximant) in case some knowledge on the expected shape of the emission zone is available a priori.
Asymmetrical emission zone profiles
We now turn to examine the sensitivity of our evaluation procedure to the exact shape of the spatial distribution. To that end, we employ our method on simulated emission patterns produced for the prototype device hosting asymmetrical (left-decaying) emission zones, as defined in Eq. (29) (Fig. 3(b) ). Figure 7 presents the mean position (Fig. 7(a) ) and width (Fig. 7(b) ) evaluated from the simulated IS interference local minima and the corresponding fringe prominence values. The results clearly indicate that the evaluation procedure performs well also for asymmetrical distributions, with accuracies comparable to those received for symmetrical distributions with the same mean position and width (Figs. 5(c) and 6(c)), despite the significant differences in the full moment series expansion of the two types of distributions. 9 The disregard of high order moments Eq. (17) (Sec. II/Assumption 3) does result in an overestimation of the EZ mean position as the EZ width becomes larger ( Fig. 7(a) ); however, this drift does not deteriorate significantly the accuracy of the results, which remains better than 5% for EZ mean position. As with the symmetrical distributions, applying the estimation method on data related to maxima angles yields reasonable estimation of the EZ mean position, however, fails to recover the EZ width due to the limited dynamical range of the fringe prominence values (not shown).
This verifies the robustness of our method, yielding accurate estimations of the EZ mean position and width for these two prototypical spatial distribution functions; thus, we expect the method to perform well also for arbitrary EZ profiles.
B. Application of the method on experimental data
After verifying our method in a controlled manner on data sets simulated for a prototype device, we apply it to experimental data measured for a blue polymer OLED (P-OLED) designed, fabricated, and characterized by Roberts et al. 44 The P-OLED consists of an Aluminium cathode, a 130 nm thick light-emitting polymer (LEP) layer, a 15 nm thick IL, a 35 nm thick hole injection layer (HIL), a 45 nm thick ITO anode, and a 0.7 mm thick glass substrate (Fig. 8) . TE-polarized and TM-polarized spectrally resolved emission patterns were measured using an index matched glass hemisphere attached to the bottom of the substrate, which extends the angular content of the outcoupled emission (see note on the last paragraph of Appendix A).
The emission was measured for wavelengths in the range k ʦ [360 nm, 830 nm] in 10 nm steps, and angles in the range h ʦ [À70
, 70 ] in 10 steps. As discussed in Appendix D, our software tool 45 interpolates these data to facilitate higher accuracy of extrema extraction, estimating the emission over a finer grid of 5 nm spectral steps and 1 angular steps. Nonetheless, when presenting the results of the estimation method in this subsection, we limit ourselves to the measured angular interval and the set of wavelengths in which emission patterns were actually measured; this ensures the reliability of the error analysis.
Complete details regarding the device properties and characterization techniques can be found in Ref. 44 . The relative error in intensity measurement is estimated to be limited by 5% from comparison between emission values measured at corresponding positive and negative angles, which should be identical due to symmetry considerations; a similar limit is assessed from deviations between repeated measurements (not shown). Figure 9 presents the measured TE-polarized spectrally resolved emission patterns (Figs. 9(a)-9(c) ) and the respective image-source interference patterns computed via Eq. (12) (Figs. 9(d)-9(f) ), for three different operating The distribution of the identified local extrema marked in Figs. 9(d)-9(f) provides another support to the conclusions presented in Subsection III A 1. As was observed therein for simulated data, local extrema of the experimental patterns are also found in a rather wide spectral range, including regions far away from the central EL wavelength. 44 This implies once again that if the entire available emission spectrum is considered, recovering emission zone properties of OLEDs may be realized without the necessity to specially design them. 10(a) and 10(b) ). This would usually indicate that the electron and hole mobilities (l e and l h , respectively) are imbalanced, with the high mobility electrons injected from the cathode flowing in the device faster than the low mobility holes injected from the anode facet, causing the formation of the excitons rather far away from the cathode (l
In addition, if we account for the fact that our investigations so far (Subsection III A) have shown that EZ widths evaluated from IS interference minima are more reliable, we may conclude, by analyzing Figs. 10(a) and 10(c) , that subtle but consistent differences in the way excitons are formed in each one of the current regimes exist; this is despite the fact that it is hard to notice any significant differences between the plots in Figs. 9(d)-9(f) by a mere visual inspection. The estimated values imply that while the EZ mean position remains more or less the same for all operating conditions, the EZ width is consistently reduced for increasing applied current and electric field, from W $ 26.2 6 3 nm (low current), via W $ 19.4 6 1 nm (medium current), to W $ 17.0 6 1 nm (high current); the same trend is observed for the values estimated for each spectral line individually. This observation supports the hypothesis that in the measured device electron mobilities are larger than hole mobilities, as in such a scenario, increase in the external voltage affects electron velocities more than it affects hole velocities, causing the excitons to form closer to the LEP/IL interface.
Construction of the estimated emission zone profile
As implied by the formulation in Sec. II, our method provides information regarding the first two moments of the EZ profile, hz 0 i and W; however, it does not indicate what is the exact functional dependence that describes that profile. In order to construct an equivalent exciton distribution, one must use the physical characteristics of the device in conjunction with the evaluated properties. We demonstrate such a construction procedure using the P-OLED investigated in this subsection. As the estimated values of the EZ mean positions and widths presented in Fig. 10 indicate that l LEP e > l LEP h , it would be reasonable to use an asymmetrical left-decaying exponential distribution to describe the effective spatial distribution of the excitons. 18, 42, 44 Using the definition in Eq. (29), we may construct such a distribution function for each pair of evaluated hz 0 i and W from Figs. 10(a) and 10(c) and then average the resultant profiles. Figure 11 presents the evaluated effective spatial distribution resulting from such a procedure. The narrowing phenomenon attributed to the mobility imbalance is indeed observed for increasing current conditions. However, the profiles indicate that a significant fraction of the excitons resides in the IL, and these are the ones responsible for most of the aforementioned narrowing.
Indeed, both LEP and IL of the measured P-OLED contain fluorescent molecular sites. 44 Moreover, the electrical characterization conducted by Roberts et al. 44 implies that in the IL the holes are those which have the higher mobility. More specifically, they conclude therein that l
h . Therefore, a more appropriate model for the effective spatial distribution function would be an asymmetrical bilateral exponential function, which peaks at the LEP/IL interface and decays with widths W À and W þ to the left and to the right of this interface, respectively (Fig. 5 of Ref. 44) . Given the estimated values of the EZ mean position hz 0 i and width W, and the desirable position of its peak d, such a bilateral exponential function may be defined as follows:
These definitions ensure that provided the LEP and IL are wide enough, the mean and standard deviation of this function would be hz 0 i and W, respectively. Figure 12 presents the EZ profiles evaluated based on this bilateral exponential model. With respect to Fig. 11 , the narrowing is now more symmetrical, in consistency with the mobility imbalance in the various layers measured by other means. 44 While in principle both models can describe well the emission zone characteristics of the device, the electrical discontinuity at the LEP/IL interface implies that the EZ profiles constructed based on the bilateral exponential model are more probable from a physical perspective.
It should be noted at this stage that the results presented in this subsection agree very well with the EZ properties obtained by numerical fitting techniques for the same device, presented by Roberts et al. 44 (see Subsection 3.5 therein) and verified by other means as well, e.g., electrical simulations and measurements. In particular, the EZ width W was numerically estimated there to be 25 nm, 20 nm, and 16 nm, for the low, medium, and high current operating conditions (see squares in Fig. 12 of Ref. 44) , which are in a very good agreement with the values extracted by our analytical method ( Fig. 10(c) ); good agreement is achieved for the EZ mean positions as well. These results indicate that the accuracy of the suggested analytical algorithm is comparable with that achieved by numerical methods, and that it may perform well when applied to experimental data.
Effect of external quantum efficiency
When the variation of the EZ mean positions evaluated from IS interference local maxima (Fig. 10(b) ) is examined in more detail, it seems that there exists a consistent monotonic increase of the estimated values with increasing wavelength. This allegedly contradicts our previous observations (Subsection III A) that while inaccuracies in the EZ widths evaluated from maxima are expected, the evaluation of EZ mean positions from these angles should exhibit small uncertainties (see, for comparison, Fig. 5(d) ). If we disregard possible inaccuracies originating from emission pattern or material dispersion measurement errors, we may relate this monotonic increase in EZ mean position to the dependence of the effective contribution of the HEDs to the EQE in dipole position and radiation frequency, as formulated in Eqs. (13) and (14) .
As laid out by Eqs. (15)- (17), our evaluation procedure is capable of estimating the effective spatial HED distribution f k z 0 ; x ð Þ of Eq. (14), which is a product of the spatial distribution of the excitons f z 0 ð Þ and the relative EQE of the HEDs g
ð Þ, which is frequency dependent. In other words, the effective spatial distribution we estimate corresponds to the distribution of efficiently radiating excitons in each wavelength, indicating the zone from which the observed emission originates at that wavelength. Therefore, optical processes altering the molecular lifetime, e.g., weakmicrocavity interference and cathode quenching effects, which are frequency-dependent, are expected to shift the weight of the evaluated effective distribution f k z 0 ; x ð Þ towards the spatial regions which outcouple best at the frequency x.
Complete decoupling between the actual exciton distribution f z 0 ð Þ and the EQE effects requires knowledge of the orientation distribution of the dipoles, as well as consideration of the relations between emission patterns measured at different wavelengths (Eqs. (13) and (14)); these steps require numerical fitting of the data. Nonetheless, to examine the relations between the EQE effects and the trend observed in Fig. 10(b) , a simplified procedure can be harnessed to estimate the relative EQE dependency in emitter position and frequency. This is achieved by assuming that the internal quantum efficiency does not vary much with dipole position and orientation; using an equivalent dipole orientation of a ¼ 70 conjunction with Eq. (14) has two important implications: first, it implies that the evaluated effective distribution f k z 0 ; x ð Þ at k % 640 nm, where the relative EQE is rather indifferent to the emitter location, is a good approximation for the actual exciton distribution f z 0 ð Þ ; second, it implies that as the wavelength gets shorter, the mean position of
Þ is expected to shift toward shorter emitter-cathode separation distances. These two conclusions are in a very good agreement with the mean position values estimated from local maxima ( Fig. 10(b) ).
We attempt to apply the same argumentation to the EZ mean positions estimated from local minima ( Fig. 10(a) ); Fig. 13(b) presents the relative EQE for the relevant spectral range k ʦ [400 nm, 510 nm] (note the different color bar). The plot reveals that due to the frequency dependence of interference effects within the OLED weak-microcavity, the relative EQE trend flips when the wavelength approaches k % 430 nm, and the efficient emitter positions appear adjacent to the anode again; this is consistent with the estimations in Fig. 10(a) evaluated at k ʦ [450 nm, 460 nm] . Although the change in relative EQE trend appears to happen at slightly longer wavelengths than predicted by Fig. 13(b) , the two results are in a qualitative agreement, providing another support to our interpretation of the variation of evaluated EZ mean positions with wavelength.
As a final note, although this coupling between the actual exciton distribution and the relative EQE introduces an uncertainty to the evaluated profile f z 0 ð Þ , the deviation of EZ mean position due to this effect is limited by the EZ width. Therefore, we may avoid a detailed analysis of the relative EQE effects as conducted in this subsection, and approximate f z 0 ð Þ by averaging the resultant f k z 0 ; x ð Þ at various frequencies, without significantly deteriorating the estimation accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a rigorous derivation of closed-form analytical relations between the constituent characteristics of the effective exciton spatial distribution in OLEDs, and the main features of the image-source interference fringes, which may be retrieved from measured emission patterns. The formulation results reveal that Bragg's condition can be used to evaluate the emission zone mean position and width, respectively, from the angles of constructive and destructive interference, and the respective fringe prominence. The method was verified using controlled simulated emission patterns, and employed successfully on experimental data, exhibiting good agreement with the results of numerical techniques.
Our investigation suggests that due to differences in the dynamical range of fringe prominence values for emission patterns exhibiting distinct minima or maxima, evaluation of EZ width from local minima is more reliable; extraction of EZ mean position seems to perform equally well for IS interference minima and maxima. We have demonstrated that our method yields accurate results for a wide range of sourcecathode separations without resorting to specially designed OLEDs, provided that a wide spectral range is included in the measurements. The interpretation of the estimated exciton distribution in the context of construction of the EZ profile and the effects of the EQE frequency dependency was discussed in detail and demonstrated using experimental data.
Although following an analytical approach introduces inevitable approximations to the final results, the computational simplicity and physical clarity provided by our method make it very appealing for preliminary design or productionline verification, which usually do not require very high accuracy. Moreover, the successful demonstrations presented herein indicate that the assumptions our procedure relies on are valid for many typical devices. Therefore, the method introduced herein forms an efficient engineering tool, which complements the numerical techniques exclusively solving the emission zone problem to date.
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APPENDIX A: OLEDS WITH LAYERS THICKER THAN THE ENSEMBLE COHERENCE LENGTH
For layers thicker than the coherence length defined by the emission bandwidth or the spectral resolution of the measurements, L c ¼ c/Dx, Eq. (4) would produce spurious weak-microcavity interference fringes which would not be observable in measured data. 9, 37, 46 In more detail, if an interference process takes place between rays multiply-reflected between two boundaries at z ¼ d n 1 and z ¼ d n 2 , the distance between which satisfying jd n 1 À d n 2 j ) L c , then within the spectral range of the source ensemble there would be an infinitely large number of frequencies that would yield constructive interference and an equally large number of frequencies that would yield destructive interference, for a given observation angle. Thus, when the integrated spectral response of the ensemble is considered, the interference cross-terms related to this process would be highly attenuated, and may be neglected for any practical matters. 9, 37, 47 On the other hand, if the cavity thickness satisfies jd n 1 À d n 2 j ( L c , then the interference cross-terms are unaffected by the spectral broadening.
The coherence length relevant to our discussion is given by 37 L c ¼ maxfL c;ens ; L c;meas g, where the ensemble coherence length L c,ens ¼ c/Dx is inversely proportional to the source spectral width Dx, and the spectral resolution of the measurement Dk meas (in wavelength units) dictates the measurement coherence length L c,meas ¼ k 2 /(2pDk meas ). In typical OLEDs, the coherence length of the ensemble is of the order of L c,ens $ 3 lm-20 lm, 48 while a typical measurement resolution of Dk meas ¼ 1 nm dictates L c,meas $ 25 lm-100 lm (for the visible spectrum k ʦ [400 nm, 800 nm]). In any case, as the OLED organic stack is usually submicron thick and the substrate usually $1 mm thick, only the weak cavity formed between the cathode/organic and substrate/air interfaces would be affected by this spectral broadening effect. 9 The practical consequence of this observation is that the expression for the weak-microcavity contribution (Eq. (4)) should be modified as to neglect all interference cross-terms originating in multiple reflections between the substrate/air interface and the OLED organic stack and cathode. This is facilitated by separating the substrate/air interface from the WM factor of Eq. (4), similarly to Shcherbakov et al., 
and we introduce the total reflection coefficients in the reversed direction for n > 0, considering the reflection from the OLED organic and cathode stack of waves reflected back (to the left) from the substrate/air interface,
and b C n is defined via Eq. (7). In case the optical measurements are performed using an index-matched half-sphere, 19, 44, 49, 50 the reflection from the substrate/air interface can be neglected for emission pattern calculations, and the formulae (2)-(5) remain valid, provided we replace the air layer with a semi-infinite substrate, extending to z ! 1.
APPENDIX B: OLEDS WITH ORGANIC LAYERS BETWEEN THE CATHODE AND THE ACTIVE LAYER
In many cases, it is sufficient to consider an OLED structure such as the one depicted in Fig. 1 , in which the cathode and the active layer are adjacent (Sec. II/Assumption 1). [18] [19] [20] 44 For more general scenarios, in which the active layer is separated from the cathode by another stack of M À 1 organic layers (i.e., positioned between layer (À1) and layer (À2) in Fig. 1) , the model can be used without change as long as their optical properties do not deviate much from these of the active material; we then use an average refractive index to represent the optical constituents of the layer 61, e.g., as in Ref. 49 .
If a mean medium approximation for these organic layers is not applicable due to significant refractive index differences, the electromagnetic model should be modified such that the local reflection coefficient b C À1 in Eqs. (2), (4), (A1), and (A3) is replaced by the total reflection coefficient b R À1 , taking into account all multiple reflections at interfaces situated to the left of the active layer (see Ref. 9 for its definition).
Subsequently replacing b C À1 with b R À1 and noting that the emission zone mean position hz 0 i is defined as the distance to the left interface of the active layer d À1 ¼ 0 would retain the validity of Eqs. (15)- (20); however, the approximations (21) and (22) , which lead to the analytical form of the extremum condition (23), would not be strictly applicable. Nonetheless, an approximate Bragg condition similar to Eq. (23) may be derived, where a img ¼ j/ b R À1 j. In principle, this approximate condition would be valid as long as the dominant reflection from the interfaces to the left of the active layer would still arise from the cathode/organic boundary, and the main influence of the stack would be limited to variation of the phase accumulated during propagation from the source to the cathode and back. Quantitative evaluation of this generalization is left for future work. observation angle approaches the horizon, we are able to represent the raw data as a physically consistent smooth function and consequently evaluate these parameters accurately.
It is important to note that this pre-processing step is not essential if highly resolved measurements in the angular domain are available. Moreover, if the analytical estimation is applied "manually" on a single (monochromatic) emission pattern, plotting the IS interference pattern using a standard visual software tool such as MATLAB or Microsoft Excel is usually sufficient for an accurate evaluation of both local extremum angles and fringe prominence values by inspection (these tools usually plot interpolated data by default). An example to such a manual application can be found in Ref. 24 , highly emphasizing the simplicity and efficiency of the proposed method.
Lastly, to ensure a physically consistent identification of local extrema in noisy experimental data, which is a critical step in our estimation method, we follow these rules 1. We restrict ourselves to local extrema found in the angular range jhj 2 10 ; 80 ½ . At small observation angles jhj < 10
, the dominant local extremum should appear at h ¼ 0 . This local extremum cannot be utilized to deduce emission zone properties as it is always present due to the symmetrical nature of the emission pattern (Eq. (1)); considering nearby identified local extrema increases the risk that experimental errors which deteriorate this symmetry will become pronounced. At large observation angles jhj > 80 , the measured data are usually less reliable due to low intensity and possible contributions of edge emission, thus we disregard this angular region as well. 2. Only one local extremum of each class (local maximum or local minimum) is allowed in the range [10 , 80 ] . As it is not probable to discover more than one local extremum of each class in IS interference patterns produced by OLEDs with typical emitter-cathode separation distances, if such a case is encountered, the emission pattern at the wavelength under consideration will not be processed as we assume the cause for this discrepancy is a high noise level. 3. Due to the symmetry requirement of the emission pattern noted in item 1 above, we only consider an identified local extremum h ex ʦ [10 , 80 ] to be proper if a corresponding local extremum Àh ex þ Dh is identified in the interval [À80
, À10 ] within an allowed tolerance of jDhj < 5 . As in item 2, deviation from this symmetry condition is an indication for a noisy measurement at this wavelength, and this local extremum will not be processed for EZ estimation.
